
Cloud Storage : Store 
and Share Content 
with your Team (Part I)

Sharing information with you team but also with partners like consultants is key in nowadays 
businesses.
The good news is that capabilities and features that were reserved to big corporations with 
servers and IT services are now available for anyone. 
Information access means saving time for you and your team/partners as they don’t have to 
bother you each time they need to check an information.

Your office in your pocket?
It is literally what you can expect if your information storage is setup and organized properly. But 
it goes through some important rules we will detail below.

Where to store

1- Using Cloud drive
If you look on the web, there are a lot of options :

Google drive
DropBox
Mega
OneDrive From Microsoft
iCloud from Apple

Click on this link to read more about available options : https://www.techradar.com/news/the-
best-cloud-storage
Depending on the storage volume you need, there are different pricing. You can usually have 10 
to 20 GB for free with limited features.
You might want to check the sharing features as not all the platforms are able to share with all 
the social networks easily.

2- Using a company dedicated website
Another way is purchasing a domain for the company and provide to your team and partners 
access to information when they are authenticated on the platform website (login). And you 
need to subscribe to an online hosting service (Microsoft Azure, Amazon Web Services, Google 
Cloud…) 
This solution is more for large companies as you need maintenance and support dedicated to 
your own storage platform.

https://www.techradar.com/news/the-best-cloud-storage


File formats

1- For documentation (no edition of the file)
The best and lightest way to store files is PDF (Portable Document Format)
If you have digital copy of the files, you just need to export to PDF. This is the best way as you 
are still able to make changes on the pdf file itself with Adobe Acrobat DC.
If you have a paper copy of the document, then you can scan it. Based on your needs, you can 
choose Black and white or colour (which necessitates more space).
For a multipage document, dont forget to select the “combine in a single document” option.
From quality perspective and readability, 150 dpi (dots per inch) is usually far enough for any 
kind of document.
Adobe is now providing a solution called Adobe Sign providing trusted electronic signature

2- For team participation (edition of the file possible)
If you want your team to participate, it is usually better to keep the files in their original format 
(Excel for spreadsheets and Word for documents)
Google platform provide a convenient free access to Docs to replace Word, Sheets to replace 
Excel and Slides to replace Powerpoint. It has the capability to perfectly upload Microsoft files 
and convert to Google but exporting from Google to Microsoft file is not provided out of the box 
and styling is usually lost.

Folder Hierarchy and Files Naming

Here is a very important point. No-one like to use one another computer files just because they 
would organize them differently.
Then, you have to be consistent, explicit but not too long on the file name
You have a team working with the same tools and writing a procedure for hierarchy and naming 
as well as usage rules might be necessary.
Here is the file name structure (example) I am using : 

Ips Pur 200205 Accountant Inv Dec 2019
Composed of :

- 3 letters for the name of business or department concerned
- 3 letters for type of document (Pur for purchase, Sal for sale ….)
- 2 digits for year, 2 digits for month, 2 digits for day for the date written on the document 

(year month day order is very important for chronology)
- Name of the partner (provider, customer…)
- Short description of the document

With the structure, everything is lined up and it is so easy to search for a file.
And it is up to you to create the structure that fits the best to your company, team… habits.



Conclusion

Online Cloud Drives are very convenient and allow real time sharing to boost your team 
productivity.
You have to make your choice on the solutions available on the market but more important you 
have to prepare and organize the way you want to structure it.
It might be interesting to involve all your team during meetings to work on file naming for 
example. They will participate more in a system they helped to create.

Next month in part II, we will go deeper and present security, access and backup.
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